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Abstract
LetM3.F/ be the algebra of 3  3 matrices with involution  over a field F of characteristic
zero. We study the -polynomial identities ofM3.F/, where  D t is the transpose involution,
through the representation theory of the hyperoctahedral group Bn. After decomposing the
space of multilinear -polynomial identities of degree n under the Bn-action, we determine
which irreducible Bn-modules appear with non-zero multiplicity. In symbols, we write the nth
-cocharacter
n.M3.F/; / D
nX
rD0
X
‘r;h./66
‘n−r;h./63
m;;;
where  and  are partitions of r and n− r , respectively, ; is the irreducible Bn-character
associated to the pair .;/ and m; > 0 is the corresponding multiplicity. We prove that,
for any n, the multiplicities m; are always non-zero except the trivial case  D .16/ and
 D ;. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let F be a field of characteristic zero and let A be an associative F-algebra with
involution . If X D fx1; x2; : : :g is a countable set of unknowns, we denote by
F hX; i D F hx1; x1 ; x2; x2 ; : : :i the free associative algebra with involution gener-
ated by X over F. Recall that an element f .x1; x1 ; : : : ; xn; xn/ ofF hX; i is a -poly-
nomial identity for A if f .a1; a1 ; : : : ; an; an/ D 0 for all substitutions a1; : : : ; an 2
A. Also T .A; /, the set of all -polynomial identities of A, is a -T -ideal of F hX; i
i.e., an ideal invariant under all endomorphisms of F hX; i commuting with .
It is well known that in characteristic zero the -polynomial identities of an alge-
bra are determinated by the multilinear ones. Hence if we denote by Vn./ the space
of all multilinear polynomials of degree n in x1; x1 ; : : : ; xn; xn , to study T .A; / is
equivalent to study Vn./ \ T .A; /, for any n > 1.
The space Vn.A; / D Vn./=.Vn./ \ T .A; // has a natural structure of left
Bn-module, where Bn is the hyperoctahedral group of degree n. Its character, n.A;
/, is called the nth -cocharacter of A and fn.A; /gn>1 the corresponding -co-
character sequence.
As in the case of ordinary polynomial identities an approach to the description of
the -polynomial identities of A is based on the study of the -cocharacter sequence
of this algebra. While in the theory of associative algebras the space of multilinear
polynomial identities of degree n is studied through the representation theory of the
symmetric group Sn, in this case the space of -multilinear polynomial identities of
degree n is explored through the theory of Bn (see [6]).
If we denote by ; the irreducible Bn-character corresponding to the pair of
partitions .; /, then
n.A; / D
nX
rD0
X
‘r
‘n−r
m;;;
where m; > 0 are the corresponding multiplicities. The main problem is that of
determiningm;, for any n.
In case A D Mk.F/, k > 2, is the algebra of k  k matrices over F, two involu-
tions play a very important role in the study of -polynomial identities: the transpose
involution, denoted  D t , and the canonical symplectic involution, denoted  D s
and defined only in case k D 2 m is even. In fact, it is well known (see [11, Theorem
3.1.62]) that, if F is an infinite field and  is an involution in Mk.F/, then either
T .Mk.F /; / D T .Mk.F /; t/ or T .Mk.F /; / D T .Mk.F /; s/.
A complete study of T .M2.F /; t/ and of T .M2.F /; s/, in characteristic zero, has
been made by Drensky and Giambruno [4]. They determined all the multiplicities
m;, for any n.
In this paper, we investigate the -cocharacter sequence ofM3.F /, where  D t is
the transpose involution, and we prove that, for any n, the multiplicities m; ( ‘ r
and  ‘ n− r) are always non-zero except the trivial case  D .16/ and  D ;.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. The Bn-action
Throughout the paper, we will denote by F a field of characteristic zero. It is useful
to regard the free associative algebra with involution F hX; i as generated by sym-
metric and skew-symmetric variables, i.e., if we set si D xi C xi and ki D xi − xi ,
for i D 1; 2; : : : ; then F hX; i D F hs1; k1; s2; k2; : : :i. We can write the space of all
multilinear polynomials of degree n as
Vn./ D SpanF fw.1/   w.n/ j  2 Sn; wi D si or wi D ki; i D 1; : : : ng:
Recall that if Z2 D f1; g is the cyclic group of order 2, then the hyperoctahedral
group of order n, Bn, is the wreath productZ2  Sn D f.a1; : : : ; anI / j ai 2 Z2; 
2 Sng with multiplication given by
.a1; : : : ; anI / .b1; : : : ; bnI  / D .a1b−1.1/; : : : ; anb−1.n/I /:
The space Vn./ has a structure of left Bn-module induced by defining for h D
.a1; : : : ; anI / 2 Bn, hsi D s.i/, hki D ka.i/ .i/ D k.i/. For every F-algebra A with
involution  the vector space Vn./ \ T .A; / is invariant under the above action of
Bn D Z2  Sn. Hence the space Vn.A; / D Vn./=.Vn./ \ T .A; // has a struc-
ture of left Bn-module. Its character n.A; / is called the nth -cocharacter of A
and the sequence fn.A; /gn>1 is the -cocharacter sequence of A.
Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible Bn-charac-
ters and pairs of partitions .; /, where  ‘ r ,  ‘ n− r , for all r D 0; 1; : : : ; n. If
; denotes the irreducible Bn-character corresponding to .; /, we write
n.A; / D
nX
rD0
X
‘r
‘n−r
m;;; (1)
wherem; > 0 are the corresponding multiplicities.
For a complete description of the representation theory of the group Bn D Z2 
Sn on Vn./ we refer to [6].
For r fixed we let Vr;n−r ./ be the space of multilinear polynomials in s1; : : : ; sr ,
krC1; : : : ; kn. Now, if we let Sr act on the symmetric variables s1; : : : ; sr and Sn−r
on the skew-symmetric ones krC1; : : : ; kn, then we obtain an action of Sr  Sn−r on
Vr;n−r ./. Since T-ideals are invariant under permutations of symmetric and skew-
symmetric variables, we get that Vr;n−r .A; / D Vr;n−r ./=.Vr;n−r ./ \ T .A; //
has an induced structure of left Sr  Sn−r -module. We denote by r;n−r .A; / its
character. It is well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence between ir-
reducible Sr  Sn−r -characters and pairs of partition .; / such that  ‘ r , and
 ‘ n− r . Hence, by complete reducibility, we have the following decomposition:
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r;n−r .A; / D
X
‘r
‘n−r
Nm;. ⊗ /; (2)
where  (resp. ) denotes the usual Sr -character (resp. Sn−r -character),  ⊗ 
is the irreducible Sr  Sn−r -character associated to the pair .; / and Nm; > 0 is
the corresponding multiplicity.
The relation between the Bn-character and the Sr  Sn−r -character is expressed
in the following.
Theorem 1 T4; Theorem 1:3U. If the nth -cocharacter of A has the decomposition
given in (1) and the Sr  Sn−r -character of Vr;n−r .A; / has the decomposition (2)
then m; D Nm;, for all  and .
If we denote by AC D fa 2 R j a D ag and A− D fa 2 R j a D −ag the spac-
es of symmetric and skew-symmetric elements of A respectively, then we have the
following assertion.
Lemma 2 T4; Lemma 1:2U. Let dimAC D p and dimA− D q . Then the partitions
 and  in (1) satisfy h./ 6 p and h./ 6 q , where h./ (resp. h./) denotes the
height of the partition  (resp. ).
2.2. The GLGL-action
Let us denote by FmhX; i D F hx1; x1 ; : : : ; xm; xmi the free associative alge-
bra with involution of rank m. From above we can assume that it is generated by
the symmetric variables si and the skew-symmetric variables ki , i D 1; : : : ;m, i.e.,
FmhX; i D F hs1; k1; : : : ; sm; kmi. Let U D SpanF fs1; : : : ; smg and V D SpanF
fk1; : : : ; kmg, the group GL.U/GL.V /DGLm GLm acts on the left on the
space U  V and we can extend this action diagonally to get an action on FmhX; i.
For every - T-ideal T .A; /, FmhX; i \ T .A; / is invariant under the above action
of GLm GLm. Hence we can view Fm.A; / D FmhX; i=.FmhX; i \ T .A; //
as a GLm GLm-module. Its homogeneous component of degree n, F .n/m .A; /, is
a GLm GLm-submodule of Fm.A; / and we denote its character by  n.A; /.
The irreducible GLm GLm-characters are described by pairs of partitions
.; /, where  ‘ r and  ‘ n− r , for all r D 0; : : : ; n. If we denote by  ; the
irreducible GLm GLm-character associated to the pair .; /, then we have the
following decomposition
 n.A; / D
nX
rD0
X
‘r
‘n−r
NNm; ;: (3)
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We refer to [5] for a complete treatment of the representation theory of GLm 
GLm acting on FmhX; i.
The Bn-module structure of Vn.A; / and the GLm GLm-module structure of
F
.n/
m .A; / are related by the following result.
Theorem 3 T5; Theorem 3U. If the nth -cocharacter of A has the decomposition
given in (1) and the GLm GLm-character of F .n/m .A; / has the decomposition
(3), then m; D NNm;, for all ;.
It is well known that an irreducible submodule of F .n/m hX; i corresponding to the
pair .; / is cyclic generated by a non-zero polynomial called highest weight vector
f; of the form
f;Df;.s1; : : : ; sp; k1; : : : ; kq/
Df.s1; : : : ; sp/  f.k1; : : : ; kq/
X
2Sn
a  ; (4)
where a 2 F , the right action of Sn on F .n/m .A; / is defined by place permutation
and
f.u1; : : : ; ut / D
cY
bD1
0
B@
X
2S0
b
.−1/ u.1/ : : : u. 0b/
1
CA ;
where 0 D .01; : : : ; 0c/ is the conjugate partition of  and t D h./ D 01.
Moreover, if T and T are two fixed Young tableaux, we denote by f.T;T/ the
highest weight vector obtained from (4) by considering the only permutation  2 Sn
such that the integers  .1/; : : : ;  .01/ in this order fill in from top to bottom the first
column of T,  .01 C 1/; : : : ;  .01 C 02/ the second column of T, . . . ,  .01 C 02 C   C 01−1 C 1/; : : : ;  .r/ the last column of T; also  .r C 1/; : : : ;  .r C 01/ fill
in the first column of T, . . . ,  .r C 01 C    C 01−1 C 1/; : : : ;  .n/ the last col-
umn of T.
Recall that the polynomial e.T;T/ D e.T;T/.s1; : : : ; sr ; k1; : : : ; kn−r /, the com-
plete linearization of f.T;T/, generates an irreducible Bn-module associated to the
pair .; /. Moreover all e.T;T/’s such that .T; T/ are standard tableaux form a
basis of the minimal two sided ideal of FBn corresponding to .; /.
We next briefly describe a technique developed by Regev [10] devoted to “gluing”
Young tableaux. This technique will be essential in the proof of the main result of
this paper. For an application of this approach see also [1].
First we glue horizontally two Young diagrams. Let  D .1; : : : ; l/ ‘ s, L D
.L1; : : : ; Lm/ ‘ t and D , DL the corresponding Young diagrams; we define   L D
.1 C L1; : : : ; i C Li; : : :/ ‘ .s C t/. If the last column of D is larger than the first
column of DL , then the Young diagram corresponding to the partition   L is ob-
tained by gluing the diagramsD and DL . We write DL D D j DL .
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We now glue horizontally two Young tableaux. Let T D D.aij / and TL D DL
.bhk/ be two Young tableaux on D and DL , respectively; write TL C s D DL.bhk C
s/, then if the last column of D is larger than the first column of DL , one gets a
new tableau on DL by gluing TLCs to the right of T . We write TL D D.aij / j
DL.bhk C s/.
The following lemma holds (see [10, Corollary 1.5]).
Lemma 4. fTL D fT  fTL .
3. The symmetric case
In this section, we study the -polynomial identities ofM3.F /,  D t , in symmet-
ric variables. From Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 we have the following decomposition:
n.M3.F /; t/ D
nX
rD0
X
‘r;h./66
‘n−r;h./63
m;. ⊗ /: (5)
If we consider only symmetric elements ofM3.F /, then  D ; and the above equal-
ity can be rewritten
n.M3.F /
C; t/ D
X
‘n
h./66
Qm; (6)
where Qm D m;; > 0.
We now prove the main result of this section.
Lemma 5. In the nth -cocharacter .6/ ofM3.F /C Qm D 0 if and only if  D .16/.
Proof. Let Sk D Sk.x1; : : : ; xk/ D P2Sk .−1/ x.1/    x.k/ be the standard poly-
nomial of degree k; it is easy to show that S2k.s1; : : : ; s2k/ is a -polynomial identity
for Mk.F/,  D t , of minimal degree among -polynomial identities in symmetric
variables. Moreover, recall that for  D .1k/ there exists only one standard tableau
T and the corresponding polynomial eT is the standard polynomial of degree k.
Hence, eT
.16/
.s1; : : : ; s6/ D S6.s1; : : : ; s6/ is a -polynomial identity for M3.F /C
and Qm.16/ D 0 follows.
Now, let  ‘ n with h./ 6 6 and  =D .16/. In order to prove the result for sym-
metric variables it is enough to prove that there exists a tableau T such that the cor-
responding polynomial eT.s1; : : : ; sn/ is not a -polynomial identity for M3.F /C.
From Theorem 3, it is actually enough to prove that there exists a tableau T such
that fT.s1; : : : ; sh.// is not a -polynomial identity forM3.F /C.
Given a diagramD, we shall decomposeD in a finite number of diagramsD D
D1 j D2 j : : : j Dt each having at most three columns. We shall construct for each
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Di a Young tableau Ti and the corresponding polynomialfTi .s1; : : : ; sh.i//. Then
we shall obtain, according to Lemma 4,
fT.s1; : : : ; sh.//DfT1 T2 Tt .s1; : : : ; sh.//
DfT
1
.s1; : : : ; sh.1//    fTt .s1; : : : ; sh.t //
and we shall exhibit a non-zero evaluation of each fT
i
.s1; : : : ; sh.i//.
We will show in this way that fT.s1; : : : ; sh.// is not a -polynomial identity for
M3.F /C. This will prove that Qm =D 0.
Write  D .1; : : : ; 6/ D .w1 C    C w6; w2 C    C w6; : : : ; w5 Cw6; w6/ ‘
n, where wi D i − iC1 > 0 for i D 1; : : : ; 5, and w6 D 6 > 0. We shall show
that Qm =D 0. We distinguish three cases:
Case 1. h./ 6 5, i.e., D has no columns of height greater than 5.
First, let K D f.15/; .14/; .13/; .12/g. For any  2 K we have eT.s1; : : : ; sh.//
D Sh./.s1; : : : ; sh.//, where T is the only standard tableau corresponding to .
Consider M1 D e13 C e31, M2 D e12 C e21, M3 D e11, M4 D e23 C e32, M5 D e22,
where the eij ’s are the usual matrix units. It is easy to check that
S5.M1; : : : ;M5/ D 4 e11 C 4 e22 C 2 e33;
S4.M1; : : : ;M4/ D 2 e22 − 2 e33;
S3.M1; : : : ;M3/ D e23 − e32;
S2.M1;M2/ D e32 − e23:
Then, trivially, Qm D 1 for any  2 K. Now, let  62 K. We can write D in the
following form:
where for i D 1; : : : ; 4 wi D i − iC1 > 0 and w5 D 5 > 0.
We decompose D in a finite number t of diagrams Di each having only one
column. Let Ti be the standard tableau ofDi obtained by filling in the boxes down-
ward with the numbers 1; 2; : : : ; h.i /. Then, since
fT
i
.s1; : : : ; sh.i// D eTi .s1; : : : ; sh.i// D Sh.i/.s1; : : : ; sh.i//;
from Lemma 4 and from the values obtained above, it is easy to check that
fT.M1; : : : ;Mh.//DfT1 T2Tt .M1; : : : ;Mh.//
DfT
1
.M1; : : : ;Mh.1//   fTt .M1; : : : ;Mh.t //
DSwh./h./ .M1; : : : ;Mh.//   Sw22 .M1;M2/Mw11 =D 0;
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wherewi > 0 for any i D 1; : : : ; h./ andM1; : : :M5 are the previous substitutions.
Hence Qm =D 0.
Case 2. h./ D 6 and w6 > 2, i.e., D has at least two columns of height greater
than 5.
In this case we write the corresponding diagram in this form
where for i D 1; : : : ; 5 wi D i − iC1 > 0 and w6 D 6.
Notice that D is obtained by gluing together the two diagrams
HenceD D DN j D NN, where h./ D h.N/ D 6 and h. NN/ 6 5.
We shall construct a Young tableau TN on DN, then we shall consider the corre-
sponding polynomial fTN .s1; : : : ; s6/ and we shall determine a substitutionM1; : : : ;
M6 2 M3.F /C such that fTN .M1; : : : ;M6/ =D 0.
We consider the following tableaux:
and we let M1 D e13 C e31, M2 D e12 C e21, M3 D e11, M4 D e23 C e32, M5 D e22
as in the Case 1 andM6 D e33. It can be easily checked by computer that
fT
.26/
.M1; : : : ;M6/ D −10 e11 − 10 e22 − 10 e33;
and
fT
.36/
.M1; : : : ;M6/ D C70 e11 C 70 e22 C 70 e33:
If w6 is even, then TN is obtained by gluing together w6=2 copies of T.26/. Hence,
from Lemma 4,
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fTN .M1; : : : ;M6/ D

fT
.26/
w6=2.M1; : : : ;M6/
and this value is non-zero since it is the power of a non-zero diagonal matrix.
If w6 is odd, then TN can be obtained by gluing together .w6 − 3/=2 copies of
T.26/ and one copy of T.36/. A computation similar to the one in the even case leads
to
fTN .M1; : : : ;M6/ D

fT
.26/
.w6−3/=2.M1; : : : ;M6/  fT
.36/
.M1; : : : ;M6/ =D 0:
Now, if D NN D ;, D D DN and we are done. Suppose then that D NN =D ;. From
Lemma 4, by the particular values obtained above it is easy to check that
fT.M1; : : : ;M6/ D fTN .M1; : : : ;M6/  fTNN .M1; : : : ;M6/ =D 0;
where fTN is the previous polynomial and fTNN is the polynomial built as in Case 1.
Hence Qm =D 0.
Case 3. h./ D 6 and w6 D 1, i.e., D has only one column of height 6.
We write the corresponding diagram in this form
where for i D 1; : : : ; 5; wi D i − iC1 > 0.
In this case, we write D D DN j D NN, where DN consists of the first two columns
of D and h. NN/ 6 5.
Now we consider the following tableaux:
For each such tableau Ti , i D 1; : : : ; 5, with the help of a computer, we show that
fT1.M1; : : : ;M6/D−2 e11 − 2 e22 − 6 e33;
fT2.M1; : : : ;M6/D−2 e22 − 2 e33;
fT3.M1; : : : ;M6/D−4 e23 C 4 e32;
fT4.M1; : : : ;M6/D− e23 C e32;
fT5.M1; : : : ;M6/D−3 e13 − 3 e31;
whereM1; : : : ;M6 are the same matrices as in Cases 1 and 2.
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If D NN D ;, then D D DN and we are done. Suppose D NN =D ; and let T NN be the
standard tableau built as in Case 1. Then
f NN.s1; : : : ; sh. NN// D S
w
h. NN/−1
h. NN/ .s1; : : : ; sh. NN//   S
w2
2 .s1; s2/s
w1
1 ;
wherewi > 0, for i D 1; : : : ; h. NN/− 1 and wh. NN/ > 1. By gluing together TN and T NN
as in Case 2, it follows that Qm =D 0. 
4. The skew-symmetric case
In this section, we study the -polynomial identities in skew-symmetric variables
for the algebra of 3  3 matrices with transpose involution. In this case the decom-
position (5) can be rewritten
n.M3.F /
−; t/ D
X
‘n
h./63
Om; (7)
where Om D m;; > 0. We have the following result.
Lemma 6. In the nth -cocharacter .7/ of M3.F /− Om =D 0 for all  ‘ n,
h./ 6 3.
Proof. Let  D .1; 2; 3/ D .!1 C !2 C !3; !2 C !3; !3/ ‘ n, where !i D i
− iC1 > 0 for i D 1; 2 and !3 D 3 > 0. The corresponding diagram can be writ-
ten in this form
As in Case 1 of Lemma 5 we decompose D in a finite number of diagrams
Di each having only one column and we obtain the standard tableau T with the
corresponding polynomial
fT.k1; : : : ; kh.//DfT1 Tt .k1; : : : ; kh.//
DfT
1
.k1; : : : ; kh.1//    fTt .k1; : : : ; kh.t //
DS!33 .k1; k2; k3/  S!22 .k1; k2/  k!11 ;
where !i > 0 for any i D 1; : : : ; 3.
We consider the following skew-symmetric elements of M3.F /: N1 D e13 − e31,
N2 D e12 − e21 and N3 D e23 − e32. It is easy to check that
S3.N1; N2; N3/ D −2 e11 − 2 e22 − 2 e33
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and
S2.N1; N2; / D e23 − e32:
Therefore we have
fT.N1; : : : ; Nh.// D S!33 .N1; N2; N3/  S!22 .N1; N2/  N!11 =D 0;
where !i > 0 for any i D 1; : : : ; 3. We obtain that Om =D 0 for any  ‘ n with
h./ 6 3. 
5. The general case
In this section, we prove the main result of the paper.
Theorem 7. The nth -cocharacter ofM3.F / is
n.M3.F /; t/ D
nX
rD0
X
‘r;h./66
‘n−r;h./63
m;;;
where m; =D 0 , .; / =D ..16/;;/.
Proof. If  D ;, we have only symmetric variables and from Lemma 5, m; D
Qm =D 0 for any  =D .16/. If  D ;, we have the skew-symmetric case and applying
Lemma 6 we get m; D Om =D 0 for any .
We now assume that  =D ; and  =D ;. Let  ‘ r ,  ‘ n− r and .D;D/ the
pair of diagrams corresponding to .; / with h./ 6 6 and h./ 6 3. Write  D
.1; : : : ; 6/ D .w1 C    Cw6; w2 C    Cw6; : : : ; w5 Cw6; w6/ ‘ r , wherewi D
i − iC1 > 0 for i D 1; : : : ; 5, w6 D 6 > 0 and  D .1; 2; 3/ D .!1 C !2 C
!3; !2 C !3; !3/ ‘ n− r , where!j D j − jC1 > 0 for j D 1; 2 and!3 D 3 >
0. We have to consider two different cases.
Case 1.  =D .16/.
We write the corresponding pair of diagrams .D;D/ in this form
where wi > 0 for i D 1; : : : ; 5, w6 =D 1 and !j > 0 for j D 1; : : : ; 3:
Now, let T D D.ij / and T D D.hk/ be the Young tableaux built, as in
symmetric case (Lemma 5, Cases 1 or 2) and as in skew-symmetric case (Lemma 6),
respectively. Here the i;j ’s are the integers 1; : : : ; r and the hk’s are the integers
1; : : : ; n − r . Let T DT C r D D.hk C r/.
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Since T is filled with the first r integers and T with the integers r C 1; : : : ; n, the
corresponding highest weight vector can be written as product of the highest weight
vectors associated to T and T, i.e.,
f.T;T/.s1; : : : ; sh./; k1; : : : ; kh.// D fT.s1; : : : ; sh.//  fT.k1; : : : ; kh.//:
If M1; : : : ;M6 and N1; : : : ; N3 are the matrices introduced above then, from
Lemmas 5 and 6, we easily get
f.T;T/.M1; : : : ;Mh./;N1; : : : ; Nh.// =D 0:
Hencem; =D 0 in this case.
Case 2.  D .16/.
Let  D .16/ ‘ 6 and D .!1 C !2 C !3; !2 C !3; !3/ ‘ n− 6,!i > 0 for i D
1; : : : ; 3. In this case, we write D D D N j D NN, where D N consists of the first col-
umn of D and h. NN/ 6 3. Consider the following pairs of tableaux:
and let T NN be filled with the remaining integers as in the Lemma 6. Then T D T N NN
and from Lemma 4
f.T;T/.s1; : : : ; s6; k1; : : : ; kh.//
D f.T i ;T iN/.s1; : : : ; s6; k1; : : : ; kh.//  fT NN.k1; : : : ; kh. NN//
D f.T i ;T iN/.s1; : : : ; s6; k1; : : : ; kh.//
S!h. NN/−1
h. NN/ .k1; : : : ; kh. NN//   S
!2
2 .k1; k2/k
w1
1 ;
where i D h./. If M1; : : : ;M6 and N1; : : : ; N3 are the usual symmetric and skew-
symmetric matrices then it is easy to show, with the help of a computer, that:
f.T 1 ;T
1N/
.M1; : : : ;M6; N1; N2; N3/ D 10 e11 C 10 e22 C 10 e33;
f.T 2 ;T
2N/
.M1; : : : ;M6; N1; N2/ D −5 e23 C 5 e32;
f.T 3 ;T
3N/
.M1; : : : ;M6; N1/ D −5 e13 C 5 e31:
Hence from this results and from Lemma 6 we get
f.T;T/.M1; : : : ;M6; N1; : : : ; Nh.// =D 0:
Thusm; =D 0 also in this case. 
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6. Consequences
In this section, we shall derive two easy consequences of our main result in the
setting of Sn-actions and of trace identities.
The symmetric group Sn lies naturally inside the group Bn. Hence, for any as-
sociative algebra A, the Bn-module Vn.A; / may be regarded as an Sn-module by
considering the restriction of the Bn-action to Sn. The corresponding nth -cocharac-
ter n.A; / is then induced down to an Sn-character denotedSn.A/. We decompose
Sn.A/ into irreducibles and we have
Sn.A/ D
X
‘n
m;
where  is the irreducible Sn-character associated to the partition  and m is the
corresponding multiplicity.
It is known (see [3]) that the Sn-character, obtained by inducing down to Sn the
irreducible Bn-character ;, is the outer tensor product  O⊗. Hence, by using
the Littlewood–Richardson rule (see [8]) to compute the outer tensor product, we
have [3, Lemma 1].
Lemma 8. m D P; c.I ;/m;; where c.I ;/ is the coefficient comput-
ed by the Littlewood–Richardson rule.
In case A D M3.F / with transpose involution, from Theorem 7 and Lemma 8,
we immediately get the following result.
Corollary 9. The multiplicities m in Sn.M3.F // are always non-zero.
Suppose that the algebra with involution A is endowed with a trace map. By this
we mean a linear map tr V A ! A, a ! tr.a/, satisfying the following:
(i) tr.ab/ D tr.ba/,
(ii) tr.a/b D b tr.a/,
(iii) tr.tr.a/b/ D tr.a/tr.b/,
(iv) tr.a/ D tr.a/ D tr.a/.
Then one naturally defines the notion of free algebra with trace and involution and
of -trace polynomial identity of the algebra A (see [2,7,9]). We can then extend the
definitions introduced in Section 2 to include the trace map. So, NVn./ is the space of
all multilinear mixed -trace polynomials of degree n. For example, NV2./ is spanned
by the multilinear monomials fx1x2; x2x1; x1x2; x2x1; x1x2 ; x2x1 ; x1x2 ; x2x1 ;
tr.x1/x2; tr.x1/x2 ; tr.x2/x1 ; tr.x2/x1; tr.x1x2/; tr.x1x2/; tr.x1/tr.x2/g.
Moreover, if we denote by NT .A; / the set of all mixed -trace polynomial iden-
tities of A, then NVn.A; / D NVn./= NVn./ \ NT .A; / becomes a Bn-submodule of
Vn.A; / and its character, denoted Nn.A; /, is called the -trace cocharacter of A.
Hence, we can write
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Nn.A; / D
nX
rD0
X
‘r
‘n−r
m0;;;
wherem0; > 0 is the multiplicity of the irreducible Bn-character ;.
There exists a strong relation between the -trace cocharacter and the -cochar-
acter of A (see [3, Lemma 2]).
Lemma 10. m; 6 m0;; for any  ‘ r and  ‘ n− r .
If A is the algebra of 3  3 matrices and the trace map is the usual trace, then from
results of Sections 2 and 3 in [3], Theorem 7 and Lemma 10, it easily follows.
Corollary 11. The multiplicitiesm0; in Nn.M3.F /; t/ are always non-zero for any
 ‘ r and  ‘ n− r such that h./ 6 6 and h./ 6 3.
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